THIRD  REPUBLIC  AND THE  CHURCH
constant striving after the will-o'-the-wisp of Republican unity,
failing as he did to realize that, however apparently united
Republicans might be in opposition, mere allegiance to an
outward form of government could not prevent the breaking
out of conflicting conceptions of policy. In the history of ideas,
however, Gambetta can only claim, with Ferry, the distinction
of having reasserted in unforgettable terms the impossibility
of reconciling the claims of the Church with the freedom of
Republic and Republicans.
The anti-clerical Radicalism which half-a-century earlier had
been identical with the Republican faith had now become but
one of the several Republican tendencies, and not even the
chief of these. With the completion of the Ferry programme
of educational reform and a restricted application of existing,
if semi-disused, legislation concerning religious orders, anti-
clericalism seemed to have lost its chief raison d'etre^ and the
mass of Republicans were content with a defensive attitude
which  did not exclude co-operation with moderate groups
but recently converted to the new regime. "The opportunist
majority," says Seignobos, " wished to live at peace with what
remained of the ancien regime^ old families, high finance, clergy,
in the hope of winning them over to the Republic. Its leaders
were anxious to keep central authority unimpaired and grudged
Parliament its measure of control over the executive, and even
its right of legislative initiative." The Radical programme fell
into the background of political controversy, while Cabinet
after Cabinet carefully avoided raising any critical issues.
2.   " BOULANGISME   ET   RALLIEMENT "
It was not very long, however, before the inertia of
Republicans put fresh courage into the hitherto disheartened
Conservatives. Forming as they did a large majority, and
comparatively united in their hostility to even moderate
Republicanism, they began to consider the restoration if not of
Monarchy itself, at least of an authoritarianism under which
the Church, secure from further attack, might regain some of
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